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About This Game

The Deep Black : Reloaded is a video game in the “Action” genre (third person shooter). Deep Black features extensive
gameplay (40 single player missions in 4 different environments) that offers a mix of terrestrial and underwater battles, which

so far has no direct analogues in this genre in the global video games market.

The sci-fi project with detailed action-packed underwater combats will feature a new trend in TPS genre. Exciting gameplay
suggests using both environments for combats: land and underwater.

The unique setting of Deep Black comprises an immersive story line, complex science-fiction mystery, espionage and bio-
terror. The story line runs up in the nearest future in the world of unsteadiness, chaos, espionage, terrorism, desperate fight for

world supremacy and possession of sophisticated biological weapon.

Usage of realistic physical effects in the underwater environment enforces players to feel all the deepness of fear and
unpredictability of combats in Deep Black.

Players will take to the murky depths armed with a wrath of underwater equipment from specialized underwater suit with jet
pack and integrated harpoon and other high tech equipment in pursuit of enemies. With the majority of the game play taking

place below the water’s surface, action-adventure fans will need to master new skills to fight hostile enemies and infiltrate
enemy bases.

Key features
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Cover shooter with 40 missions and 4 different environments
More than 8 hours of gameplay
Underwater combat
Free 3D underwater movement
Immersive storyline with expressive characters
Huge choice of tactical equipment including jetpack suits and weapon, with special traits for underwater combat
Support of Razer Hydra controller
NVIDIA 3D Vision Ready title
NVIDIA PhysX support
Optimized for Intel Sandy & Ivy Bridge, working well on Ultrabooks
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Title: Deep Black: Reloaded
Genre: Action
Developer:
Biart
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2012

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Italian
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Tulpa combines the "artsy platformer" direction of Limbo with the colour-coded, progressively more disturbing worlds of
Eversion. In terms of actual gameplay it has much more in common with the former, as the platforming elements are few and
easy; it's more of a 2d walking (jumping) simulator. Instead, the core of the gameplay comes in the form of puzzles to solve.
These too, however, aren't very difficult.

No story is directly told and the player is left to interpret the clues on what happened as they see fit. Like Tengami, it is meant
as an atmospheric journey, but where Tengami is meant to be serene, positive, maybe even joyous, Tulpa is the opposite. The
audio and video do a good job of furthering the depressive atmoshpere.

The game is extremely short, maybe just a bit over an hour for an experienced puzzler. It is also quite buggy. In one puzzle I
immediately guessed the solution, but because of the wonky controls I was led to believe this solution is wrong and spent a lot of
time looking for alternatives. Controller support doesn't work very well for me, which is disappointing.

Overall I find it definitely unworthy of the 10 euro asking price. Should be 2 euros tops. Since I got it from a bundle, however, I
can skip over this objection and award a "thumbs up", although a weak one.. Tons of fun for a little third person shooter. So far
I have only played as the MAN and not tried split screen or multiplayer, but I can say that considering how much fun it has been
so far I am sure those modes will only add to the awesomeness of the game.

It is a simple premise - defend a city from a monster or destroy it being the monster - and as the MAN you do this by shooting it
yourself with an assortment of guns that you pick up each map while the main defence is pretty much tower defence. You place
things like pillbox turrets, boats, helicopters, tanks, explosive barrels etc... I really like how you can watch the action afar or
jump into any unit you put down. You slowly attain more units for your arsenal and bow stock of them to use in the map. Each
map has one coin in it that you use to upgrade either your jetpack, health, or main gun. I popped in just to see if my HDTV was
working pushing 4k @ 60hz thinking I would play 5-10 minutes and I stayed for over two hours.

Looking forward to more and excited to play with a friend! Definitely recommend at any price, I think I got it for $3.50 or
something like that on the chrono.gg sale of the day, as it is so cheap and there is so much content.

One last thing, the retro pixel graphics are cool but I found it WAY easier to see what was happening when I turned off the retro
effect which kills the pixilation; I'm talking night and day difference between being able to sort out what I am seeing or not..
Nice point and click game. Nice experience and the music fits it perfectly. I just wish it was longer.. First Impressions and Evil
Path Full Play-through: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nGpnDQmZruU&feature=youtu.be

The story is centered around a high school girl who is bullied by all her classmates and also has a bad home life. The game itself
is very short (around 15-30 minutes of gameplay), with a typical RPG top-down play-style. You investigate areas in the game
world, interact with NPCs, read dialogue, etc.
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The story is very dark, and without revealing spoilers, may lead you to take revenge upon your classmates. This is the route I
found myself taking, as I like to speak with and inspect everything. A thorough kind of play-style will lead you to an unhappy
ending.

The biggest issue with this game is the translation. I could barely understand what characters were talking about. Translations are
extremely loose, and often times do not mean what I assume was meant to be said. It was extremely distracting, and kind of
ruined the experience for me.

While I think the price is right at $0.84, I cannot recommend this solely on the translation issues. A story heavy RPG is
dependent on the dialogue. If the player struggles to understand what is meant, then that is a serious problem.. This game is
pretty fun! I love blasting the Hell out of those alien bastards with the many different weapons strewn about the maps. An issue I
have is that the alien variety is pretty lacking. There is offline play which is really fun but I wish you were able to pick
individual maps instead of it playing the same set.

Other than that, really fun game.. After playing the demo my sister and I decided to buy the game... And we weren't
disappointed. We really liked the game\u2019s art and music, but above all else we just loved the relationship between the
characters. Their personalities are well developed and their stories are quite engaging. We\u2019ve enjoyed all the endings
we\u2019ve unlocked till the moment (the hidden dress is a very nice touch). Right now we\u2019re kind of stuck trying to
unlock ending number 8, 9, 11 and 15 (by the way we\u2019ll be really grateful for any hint about how to get them).

Do we recommend this game? Absolutely! We liked it a lot and we'll be definitely looking for other projects from this
developer.. Not all that..I beat it but that is only because of my slight compulsive disorder..I am compelled to beat every game I
buy..... A game with great potential! Let's wait next updates.. Incredibly fun and very fast paced!
If you like Space Pirate Trainer, definitely give this a try. The teleportation and weapons are fantastic.
I'd love to see expansions or different environments.
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Every now and then a game comes out that's basically perfect. One that's got limited and tight mechanics and just devotes
everything it's got to making those few things as fun as possible. Ape Out is one of those games. What you see is what you get.
And what you get is damn awesome. Stylish, simple, and fun.. The two things that got me first interested in March of Industry
was the theme and the gameplay mechanic. While the theme was kind of disappointing I had fun with the game. If you like
assembling complex "machines" and games that rely heavily on crafting you should enjoy March of Industry. If after looking at
the game you are interested in it I think you should enjoy it. With the ability for anyone to create their own materials and
weapons there are a lot of possibilities for the game.

A couple issues keep March of Industry from being great though.

I wish the game gave you more control over how materials moved through your factories. Materials tend to get stuck in the
conveyor belts too often. If you had more control over when materials would be released into your machines this problem could
be solved. While this issue doesn't ruin the game it is kind of a hassle to keep unclogging your machines.

The other issue is that the game doesn't really have much of a structure to it. The game doesn't really have traditional missions.
You pretty much just build assembly lines which get you more money to build more assembly lines. Once you reach a certain
amount of money you can move to a new factory that provides an additional machine but that is the only thing that changes. If
you can't get enjoyment out of making assembly lines without working towards a goal you might tire of the game kind of
quickly since it can get repetitive at times.

If you like the game's concept and these type of games I think you will enjoy March of Industry.

Note: I received a free review copy of the game from the developer.

Read My Full Review [www.geekyhobbies.com]
. So far I am really enjoying the Visual Novel. If anyone wants to see gameplay or just wants to watch a walkthrough check out
my channel on youtube. To the developers, hope we can help each other grow. I also will be streaming the game live so feel free
to check it out. :)
Twitch: https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/dawnzn
Youtube: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UC_X13AVXrt8OFQCbd7065tA. Game is a blast! Music is awesome, level
design is fantastic and the art is amazing. Best way I can describe the game is Super Meat Boy meets Flappy Bird.. Pretty fun.
Ive played every motocross, supercross there has ever been and this one is pretty good. So far most of the online tracks are
pretty terrible though. Probably made by non riders, no rhythm or sense to most of them. Not smooth at all. If you make a
custom track test it out thoroughly please!. First things first, I really enjoy the game. It's really fun and gets your heart racing as
every round is different and the optimization is well done. The health kits, ammo and power cores are spaced really perfect and
never too close to each other. There are only 2 downsides I've found so far is the unfair advantage the hunters get with the
drones. There's no limit to how many they can activate and since they recharge and go back up once they've been activated, they
can literally cover the whole map. Another downside is that the execution can't be avoided. There's no second chance to crawl
away once you've been shot down unless you're shot near some bushes and can hide fast enough. Besides that, the game is really
fun and well done for an early access game. I hope in the future it becomes more balanced between hunters and scavengers..
Rednoses Everywhere!! Clowns On The Loose By Killing People Go Buy This To See Clowns Fail At Jugguling!!. Watching the
video seemed like it could be fun. Playing it though is a another story. It is a whole lot of fun! I'm glad I have a Vive waterproof
cover because you will sweat playing this one! I've only played on the normal difficulty so far but keep coming back for more.
I've found myself jumping to grab an item that is thrown my way. So even with the cartoon color pallet, it is still immersive and
fun. Best $3 I've spent in a long time! The only complaint I have about this game is how goofy you look playing it. If someone
walks in on you playing this game not seeing what you're actually doing, you do look silly :) Thanks to the developers for
making this fun cost effective game!. It's okay

10\/10
-IGN

seriously though, it is actually a pretty funny game, and the voice actor for the scai- erm sorry dragon sounds really awesome, I'd
reccomend picking it up in a sale though if you really want this game, not saying it's bad just not saying it's good either, I'm kind
of neuteral but lean more towards positive, there really is just not much to say about this game, you fly around as a dragon with
a cool voice and kill human beings and pigs occupying villages.
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